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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Nathan E. González has contributed to the dictionary with 21 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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abtracto
It is poorly written, it must be ABSTRACT

anonimatio
It is poorly posed by misspelled word, it must be ANONYMITY

antiestadounidense
It's something or someone who is against things or people born in america. As well as an ANTI-SEMITE who does not
want Semites or Jews

centimetros
CM IS THE PLURAL OF CM, WHICH IS THE HUNDREDTH PART OF 1 METER

colibríes
It is the plural of COLIBRI

color beige
Beige color refers to a color similar to kaki, also when the color is very similar to the skin of a white person, without being
Caucasian Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be kaki, skin 40, white or mixed 41 ,

culisuelta
In Colombia it is said person having desire to defecate, for any reason, either by disease such as diarrhea

diversificable
Diversifiable, means that something can be diverse, distinct, different varied.  For example COMPARTIBLE is something
that can be shared

ecofriendly
It is an anglicism, it means that something or someone is friendly with the ecosystem, with nature.

gorgojean
It means singing like a bird, dogs barking and chickens pian... birds gorgojean

hacer tragar saliva
do swallow saliva is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Swallow hard" being its meaning:<br>Gulping ( 41
gulp. -When someone is caught in an Act and takes to justify such an Act, eg: " John, swallowed and could answer "... Is
like a pause that the surprised person does

inesistente
inesistente is incorrectly written, and should be written as "non-EXISTENT" being its meaning:<br>Inesistente do not
exist, the correct word is non-EXISTENT



interescolar
Belonging or relating to two or more schools

irrespesto
Misspelled, it is DISRESPECTFUL

liarla gorda
It is poorly posed the question, it must be: LIAR LA GORDA, ( separated , ) a figure like TIE UP THE FAT, means that a
great uproar is going to be made

narcisita
Narcisita is the diminutive of Narcisa. In Ecuador there is a Saint with this name, the faithful refer to it as the Narcisita

preconcurso
It means the phase prior to a contest, such as registering first, then participating in the contest

qué es un favor sexual?
What is a sexual favor? It is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Sexual favour" being its meaning:<br>Ask a
sexual favor is to ask another person to have intercourse with her, either paid or free. In other words, when a person
having sex with other makes you a sexual favor

shyri
Shyri is the name of the leader of the 40 faces; tribe of the Ecuadorian coast ). When the Shyri called Caran part North
with his tribe, they arrived in the Kingdom from Quitus and conquered them, while Shyri was King, began to be called "
shyris " the faces, and all the Kingdom of Quito especially the nobles.

vienes
Second person indicative of the verb come: I come; you come; He comes, etc.etc.

vómito negro vómito prieto
YOU SAY IN ECUADOR, WHEN SOMEONE HAS TO FORCEFULLY RETURN SOMETHING THAT TOOK
IMPROPERLY.


